ABSTRACT: The paper presents a new limit equilibrium method to locate the global critical slip surface for slope profiles with complex geology. In this method, noncircular slip surface is assumed to calculate the factor of safety with the Morgenstern-Price method. And the simulated annealing algorithm is introduced to search for the global critical slip surface. For the given slope profile with high complexity, the search strategy can locate the global critical slip surface regardless of the initial slip surface location. Compared to the slope profile evaluated by the commercial software Geo-Studio 2007, the calculation result of the algorithm coded by Fortran and Matlab is approved to have good precision.
INTRODUCTION
Slope stability is always a hot topic in geotechnical engineering. In order to assess the stability status, many kinds of methods are proposed to calculate the slope factor of safety. Generally, the Limit Equilibrium Method (LEM) (Bishop 1955; Janbu 1973; Morgenstern and Price 1965) , and the Finite Element/Difference Method (FEM/FDM) (Griffiths and Lane 1999; Zheng et al. 2005; Barla et al. 2012) are the most widely used. However, it is difficult to handle with the slope with weak layer for the FEM/FDM. For example, the mechanical mechanism of the strength reduction method used in FEM/FDM still deserves further investigation (Cheng et al. 2008) . The circular slip surface and exhaustive algorithm are always adopted by LEM in calculating the factor of safety. It can obtain the critical slip surface with the corresponding factor of safety. The precision of the safety factor is affected by two factors. The first one is the searching increment used in the exhaustive algorithm (GEO- SLOPE International 2008) . It is obvious that the safety factor would decrease to a convergence value if the searching increment goes smaller. Due to the computation cost, it is not allowed to decrease the searching increment too much. And the other one is the circular assumption for the slip surface. This assumption may be ineffective as the slope complexity turns higher. Then the noncircular slip surface attracts the attention of the geoscientists. Several methods (Malkawi et al. 2001; Cheng et al. 2008 ) are introduced to investigate this problem. The results of these studies are very valuable, except that the searching process still requires the experimental judgment. Bai et al. (2014) has ever tried to locate the critical slip surface for slopes with different, but the proposed algorithm is not suitable for the slope with high complexity. In this paper, it is dedicated to solve this problem. Bai et al. (2014) proposed a global searching method in random walk type. It performs very well in the homogeneous soil slope and the slope with moderate complexity. However, it would fall into local extreme value as the slope complexity goes high. In order to develop a kind of method specialized in auto searching for noncircular slip surface of slope with different complexities, simulated annealing algorithm is introduced to handle with it. The procedure is illustrated by two steps:
SEARCH STRATEGY FOR CRITICAL SLIP SURFACE

Local critical slip surface searching
For the slope section with given strength field, the initial slip surface is randomly generated at the first. Then the optimized slip surface searching strategy is adopted to locate the local minimum. For detailed descriptions of the algorithm, please refer to Bai et al. (2014) . As can been seen from the mentioned paper, the proposed procedure could not handle with the slope with high complexity. It lies in the point that the searching algorithm is always doing the sequential work. If the strength field of the slope section is approximate to homogeneous, the procedure possesses enough ability to find the global critical slip surface. Otherwise, it could not span across the potential local minimum to finally obtain the real global minimum. Then the simulated annealing algorithm (SAA) used for the global searching method is introduced to help do this work. The whole algorithm is coded by Fortran and Matlab to calculate the factor of safety.
Global critical slip surface searching
Simulated annealing algorithm is an efficient approximate method to solve the nonlinear programming problem. Metropolis criteria are adopted herein, and the annealing process is controlled by the intended cooling schedule. As the annealing temperature goes down to the low level, the algorithm would accept the deteriorating solution with a certain probability. The probability tends to be smaller as the temperature goes down, which would make the acceptance of the deteriorating solution to be impossible. The flow chart could be seen in Fig. 1 . Three key points are illustrated as follows： （1）Choice of the initial annealing temperature The initial annealing temperature T should assure the probability of each realization is nearly the same, as can be expressed in formula (1).
The initial value of T is set to be 0.5℃ herein. （2）Temperature annealing method Linear reduction is used as formula (2).
where α is the annealing coefficient and is set to be 0.9. （3）Termination principle SAA is terminated by the temperature gets to the given threshold temperature. It is set to be 1×10 -4 ℃ coinciding with the computation precision.
The whole procedure of searching for the global critical slip surface is shown in Fig. 2 . As can be seen from it, ① is the initial slip surface randomly generated, and the slip surface ② is obtained after local searching from ① . Then, SAA is Randomly generated initial slip surface S1
Global searching Local searching triggered, which started from newly generated slip surface ③ to a new local slip surface ② '. The searching loop would be ③ -② '-③ '-② '-③ '. Simultaneously, the annealing temperature is reducing all the time. The whole searching process would be terminated when the annealing temperature gets the threshold value. At the last, the global critical slip surface ④ is obtained. 
IDENTIFICATION
The slope geometry used in Bai et al. (2014) with high complexity is shown in Fig.3 . Its slope profile exists two weaker layers: Layer II and Layer IV, and the strength field is shown in Fig.3 . For more detailed descriptions, please refer to Bai et al. (2014) . Table. 1. The results show that the proposed method could span over the upper weak layer easily. It can converge to the global critical slip surface wherever the initial slip surface lies. The auto-locate searching strategy is of great importance for the experimental engineering judgment is no more needed.
Simultaneously, commercial software Geo-Studio is introduced to provide the benchmark solution for comparison, as can be seen in Fig. 5 . The factor of safety is 1.554. It must be mentioned that the engineer need to select the probable slip zone in advance for searching the noncircular slip surface in Geo-Studio. 
CONCLUSIONS
A new method is proposed and coded to searching for the noncircular slip surface. It is the union of Morgenstern-Price Method and Simulated Annealing Algorithm. The results show that the method could locate the critical slip surface for slopes with different complexity. The advantageous of this method lies in the randomly position of the initial slip surface and the abandonment of the experimental engineering judgment. It is demonstrated that the precision of proposed algorithm is good enough compared to the Geo-Studio.
